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IV Systems

An integrated portfolio of

IV pump technologies, 

informatics, and services

Consumables

A complete line of infusion, 

vascular access, and 

specialty consumables

Vital Care

Hemodynamic monitoring, 

temperature and airway 

management, and pain kits

Clinician-founded. Clinically focused.

From our beginnings in 1984 as an innovative clinician-founded company to today—as a global leader in 

IV therapy—ICU Medical remains committed to bringing our customers clinically-relevant products and 

technologies that help safely and efficiently meet patient care challenges.
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April 2, 2024 
 
Dear ICU Medical Shareholder, 
 
As ICU Medical enters 2024, we find our company operationally running as well as it has for our customers at any time 
since the beginning of the pandemic. We are consistently delivering innovation and reliability to hospitals and healthcare 
providers worldwide. Our challenge has been providing that same level of performance to investors in the form of consistent 
revenue, earnings growth, and cash generation.  
 
As we outlined in previous letters, the combination of the underperforming acquisition of Smith Medical and a volatile 
macro environment made us unable to deliver the predictability we expected. We have now weathered the challenges of 
the last two years and believe in our company's long-term earnings power. The most straightforward statement on our 
financial performance is that we are under-earning for a business of our size and scope. 
 
In 2024, we expect to grow the company's revenues after being flat for two years. While we recently hit record revenue 
levels in several businesses, we must deliver growth across all product lines to be more predictable. In 2023, we had 
several key new product approvals for the US market, including the Plum DuoTM infusion system. These new introductions 
and operational stability give us confidence in our ability to increase the size of our businesses, which will improve our 
earnings over time. 
 
We are also moving to the second phase of our Smith Medical integration to capture all available synergies and improve 
our performance further. These activities include IT system transitions and manufacturing, logistics, and real estate 
consolidations, yielding a corporate infrastructure that enhances overall profit. Towards the end of 2023, we saw revenue 
and cash flow generation growth, which we expect to continue into 2024. 
 
Strategically, combining our organic growth and innovation alongside our acquisitions has created one of the largest 
infusion therapy companies in the world. We have the size and scale to compete in any geography and the resources to 
drive innovation in a valuable and consolidated market. We have delivered the appropriate returns from our previous 
Hospira Infusion Systems and Pursuit Vascular acquisitions, and we will work to ensure the same outcome with Smiths 
Medical.  
 
ICU Medical's journey over the last few years has been unique. We have grown from a small $380 million company overly 
reliant on a single OEM customer to a $2.3 billion diversified global medical device and supply company. We look forward 
to realizing our potential and delivering value for shareholders. 
 

 
Vivek Jain 
Chairman and CEO 
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We Connect Patients and Caregivers
through safe, life-saving, life-enhancing medical devices.
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